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AN EXPERT SYSTEM THAT CRITIQUES PLANS

Abstract
A predominant model for expert consultation systems is one in which a computer program simulates the

decision making processes of an expert. The expert system typically collects data from the user and renders a
solution. Experience with regular physician use of ONCOCIN, an expert system that assists with the
treatment of cancer patients, has revealed that system users can be annoyed by this approach. In an attempt
to overcome this barrier to system acceptance, ONCOCIN has been adapted to accept, analyze, and critique a
physician's own therapy plan. A crilique is an explanation of the significant differences between the plan that
would have been proposed by the expert system and the plan proposed by the user. The critique helps
resolve these differences and provides a less intrusive method of computer-assisted consultation because the
user need not be interrupted in the majority of cases -- those in which no significant differences occur.
Extension of previous rule-based explanation techniques has been required to generate critiques of this type.
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Introduction
As symbolic reasoning techniques that had developed in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) matured,

their potential power as problem solving tools became clear and a number of expert advice systems were
developed using Al methods (Duda, 1983). One of the important lessons learned from the early expert
consultants is that excellent decision-making performance does not guarantee user acceptance (Shortliffe, 1982).
This lesson has been particularly evident in the field of medicine where experience applying A[ techniques
has helped reveal what capabilities can make computer-based consultation systems attractive to users, and
what characteristics detract from their acceptability. A consultation program's ability to explain its reasoning
has been shown to be particularly important in obtaining user acceptance (Teach, 1981).

In this paper we describe recent additional lessons learned through our work on ONCOCIN, an expert
system used by physicians in their routine care of cancer patients. Because this system is used for data
management as well as for consultations, physicians do not always require or desire advice when they use the
program. This is an important distinction from conventional expert systems in which the program can
typically assume that the user is specifically seeking assistance with a decision task. We believe it will be
preferable to allow ONCOCIN's users to indicate their own management plans, and to monitor those plans
for apparent errors, rather than to generate advice routinely. Farly experience suggests that this critiquing
model of expert system interaction will enhance a program's acceptability for some applications.

The paper begins with a brief description of the ONCOCIN design strategy and explains how the concept
of a critiquing model evolved from our recent experience using the system as a conventional consultation
program. The program's architecture is described andwe then provide a detailed description and examples of
our recent experiments in adapting the system for the critiquing model. We conclude with a discussion of our
plans to implement the model in the operational system as we adapt ONCOCIN to run on professional
workstations rather than the main-frame machine on which it currently operates.

ONCOCIN and the Critiquing Model
ONCOCIN (Shortliffe, 1981) is a medical consultation program which uses knowledge of cancer treatment

protocols2, encoded in production rules, to assist physicians with therapy decisions for cancer patients. It is
designed to provide excellent decision-making performance while addressing a number of acceptability issues.
Thus, although our main purpose is to provide high-quality management advice, we have tried to develop a
system that physicians can use directly, and that they consider both helpful and suitable for regular use.

ONCOCIN is also designed to avoid additive time demands on the already busy schedule of an oncologist
(cancer specialist). Rather than requiring the physician to perform a new task, it replaces one that many
oncologists already performed manually, namely that of filling out patient data forms. Before the
introduction of ONCOCIN, clinic oncologists were routinely required to fill in a time-oriented record, called
a "flowsheet," which is used to maintain patient data for analysis of the effectiveness of alternate therapy

regimens. Each row in the paper flowsheet corresponds to a particular test or finding. For each patient-visit,

1To our knowledge, the term critiquing model was firt used by Perry Miller (Miller, 1983) in his work on the ATrENDING system
described later in this paper.

P arc detailed documents that speciy alteflate therapies to be compared in a formal experiment In particular, they"4eci&if

guidelins for delaying or modifying treatments according to patient response. They also define the data that need to be collected in
order to proide an adequate basis for ]udging the merits of the alternate therpy plans

2 J*-- -
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the physician enters relevant signs, symptoms, and laboratory data in the column on the flowsheet
corresponding to that visit. ONCOCIN allows these entries to be made at a computer terminal instead.
Consequently, ONCOCIN's computer records function as the primary source of protocol data for that
patient. This requires that the physicians use ONCOCIN for all visits of patients whose records are on the
computer, but avoids the need (and frequent inaccuracy) of clerical transcription of flowsheet data into
statistical analysis routines. The availability of on-line data also allows ONCOCIN to print out automatically
a variety of paper reports which physicians were accustomed to preparing by hand. These features serve to

reduce the amount of time physicians must spend performing routine tasks and have heightened
ONCOCIN's acceptance by its users.

We introduced the prototype system in our outpatient oncology clinic in May 1981. Physicians were
involved from the outset in the system's design, and we have received valuable additional feedback from them
since its introduction. The most frequent complaint raised by physicians who use ONCOCIN is that they
become annoyed with changing or "overriding" ONCOCIN's treatment suggestions. Physicians override
ONCOCIN's decision if they disagree, even slightly, with the program's treatment recommendation and
choose to give an alternate treatment instead. Each time this occurs, the physician is asked to provide a
justification for any changes. The "override" feature allows the physician to remain the final decision-maker
regarding the treatment given to a patient. However, if the user must frequently override ONCOCIN, this
can be irritating and time-consuming, particularly when the changes are minor and reflect slight dosing
adjustments for patient convenience or to increase compliance with the regimen.

It occurred to us that if the consultation system were modified to monitor and critique the therapy plans
proposed by users, it could conduct a consultation in a much less disruptive manner. In addition, it would
allow the doctor routinely to suggest treatment first and thereby to remain more actively involved in the
consultation process. The educational role of the system would also be heightened because a critiquing
system could not only point out the differences between its own recommendation and the physician's, but it
could also help the physician make an informed choice between the two by explaining the differences.

Little would be gained by such an approach if the consultation program were to enter into a lengthy
critique of every plan entered by the user. However, if there were only minor differences between the
physician's proposed therapy and the optimal therapy determined by the consultation system, the physician
would not need to be bothered by the expert decision-making portion of the program. Only when a
signiticant disagreement occurred would ONCOCIN interrupt to explain the problem it had noted.

An additional appeal of the critiquing approach was that it would facilitate clearer explanations when they
were needed. The user's analyzed therapy plan could be used to focus the discourse because it would provide
an accurate indication of the areas of knowledge of importance to the user. The goals of the explanation
dialogue would thereby be more clear than if the user had simply asked a general question of the system.
Measures of what is important to a user are difficult to determine in other ways (Wallis, 1982).

The requirement that a system explain differences between its own recommendation and that of the user
places the development of the critiquing model within the area of explanation research. Because
disagreements occur often, even among experts (Yu, 1979), it is not surprising that many system users
consider an ability to explain the advice the single most important feature for computer-based clinical
consultation systems. This is certainly the case for diagnostic or treatment advice systems designed for
physicians (Teach, 1981). When disagreements between the computer and 'user occur, explanation can
provide assurance that the computer's reasoning is logical and that unexpected advice is appropriate (Scott,
1977). Some existing expert systems (Clancey, 1981; Shortliffe, 1976; Swartout, 1981) have tried to address
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this demand by providing explanations or tutorial facilities during and after a consultation. However, the
therapy critiquing system developed for MYCIN (Clancey, 1977) and Miller's ATTENDING
program (Miller, 1983) are, to our knowledge, the only previous programs designed to resolve conflicts
between a computer-based consultant's advice and a plan preferred by the program's user. Clancey's
critiquing system offered only a composite critique for each proposed therapy recommendation. It was
unable to give an analysis in varied levels of detail, or to select appropriate sub-parts of MYCIN's reasoning
process to explain to the user. ATTENDING critiques a preoperative anesthetic plan using knowledge of
anesthesia in a decision network of anesthetic procedures and their associated risks. Risks associated with
alternate procedures in the network are used to generate a prose analysis which compares the relative risks
and benefits of the user's proposed plan with those of alternate strategies. As with Clancey's system,
ATTENDING offers a summary analysis; users are unable to ask for analyses of particular parts of their
proposed plans.

By enabling ONCOCIN to analyze and critique physicians' therapy plans, we have tried to prevent the
irritations of frequent physician overrides. The system allows the doctor to routinely suggest treatment first3,
then interrupts only if it detects a significant difference between the doctor's and its own recommendation. It
is able to relax the constraints under which it identifies conflicts with the doctor's plan; consequently, the user
can prescribe without being interrupted a therapy plan that is clinically acceptable within a tolerance range of
the computer's plan. The physician retains the initiative, but ONCOCIN's advisory capabilities are still
available whenever they are needed.

ONCOCIN's System Architecture
ONCOCIN is currently implemented on a time-shared computer which allows us to structure the system as

two separate programs running in parallel: the Interviewer, a display program which maaages the terminal
used by the doctors, and the Reasoner, a rule-based Al program which makes decisions about the treatment of
a patient according to the data it receives from the Interviewer (Gerring, 1982).

The Interviewer
ONCOCIN allows the doctor to enter patient data directly into the computer through the Interviewer, a

specially designed, display-oriented interface that mimics the format of dhe familiar paper flowsheet. After
seeing each patient, the doctor uses the computer terminal, controlled by the Interviewer, and communicates
via a simple control keypad that moves the cursor to arbitrary locations on the computer flowsheet for data
entry. Fig. 1 shows an example of what the terminal screen looks like during a typical session with the
physician. The Interviewer screen is divided into sections. At the bottom of the screen is a row of "soft key"
descriptors. These correspond to keys labeled with roman numerals located across the top of the specialized
keyboard. The Interviewer assigns diffcrent meanings to these keys depending on which. portion of the
flowshcet is currently displaycd. In Fig. 1, for example, when the key labeled "VI" (corresponding to
"CHANGE OLD DArA") is pressed, the system enters a mode which allows the physician to change or
update data from previous visit dates. At another time in the session, key VI might have a different label and
effect.

3It should be noted that nothing in the critiquing process requires that the physician enter a proposed recommendation before seeing
the computer's recommendation. In (act. some users might prefer to use the computer's recommendation as a guide, and to enter only
their propod changes

i i H ii I Ill *i ,.
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the row for the Reasoner's suggested dosage of the drug "Velban", a brief justification of the computer's
therapy recommendation is given.

--CHEGOTHERAPY-- 4dec80 11dec80 29dec80 5jan81 23jan81 30jan81 6eb81
Karnot[ky (g) a t

PCV I46.4 42.8 39.1 40 39.4 40.4 8 39.9F:l OW~f-" NC 9.1 e.: s.t 4. 2.1 g.e a 2.S

Pltlt 20 46 36 225 218 333 421S ch v1 Comiatieon Name PAVE PAVE PAVE PAVE PAVE PAVE I PAVE
Cycle O RAA 1 8 2 A l B DELAY 3 A 038

Procaib. * 100 q/m2 P~z71 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 0 200.0 i9 0Alkeren. 7.61.mg/Z POx 4 6 4 14.0 14 14.0 0 14.0 0

VoBCn 1 9.1e 8.V 61. 4.5 20. 1 0 .100 IC2.8

Plelets A1k 4294r8 33a22e31t33y?42

Figure 2: A display on which the therapy recommendations of the Reasoner have been
displayed. In contrast to Fig. 1, this time the Explanaion Window shows the system's

justification of the therapy advice corresponding to the user-controlled cursor location
~(box).

DThe Reasoner

-q Thc Reasoner uses production rules that encode specific knowledge of chemotherapy protocols as well as

I!2 general strategies of oncology chemotherapy. These rules, together with data about the patient being treated,F are used to make therapy recommendations using both data- and goal-driven reasoning4. Each datum, as it is

received from the Interviewer, is passed o tmhe Reasoner which can use it when formulating a therapy
recommendatifation n a tp aion, ONCOCIN determines whether the patient should receive

~chemotherapy on this visit, have therapy delayed, or have the current cycle aborted5 . If the patient can be*'reated, then ONCOCIN determines the appropriate dose for each drug in the chemotherapy to which the

current patent is assigned. The proper dose is determined by first deciding whether each drug should be
omitte te tf a drug s eom itted, it determines the appropriate level of dose atenuation (i.e., dose
reduction) or escalation, if any. The result of the reasoning process is a comprehensive chemotherapy

treatment plan.
4 ee (Sho iffe i ) oI a more detiled cuptati of ONCOCINs entrol hetld

5Cencmer cemo th is often given in "yel" in which drg ae given on two days a week aarte(h Ifnd "I cycle): then a

rdpue o 3 r4 weeks takean before the nest cyce bein A cycle "aborted" n in after an "A" cycle, no "B" cycle otiven becau

Of toxic reactions to therapy.
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The Critiquing Process
We describe here our work in developing a prototype critiquing module for ONCOCIN. The capability is

not yet part of the system being used in the clinic because we intend to refine it and make use of graphical
input and display as ONCOCIN is transferred to run on personal LISP machines. Thus we plan to use the
critiquing model as the primary mode of interaction in the new hardware environment to which our
physician-users will be introduced over the next few years. Until then ONCOCIN will continue to suggest
therapy for all patients as was described above.

In the first step of the prototype critiquing process, the physician enters patient data on the computer
flowsheet. Using the data, ONCOCIN formulates a recommendation. Instead of showing the
recommendation to the user, however, it is withheld until after he or she has entered a proposed
recommendation. The critiquing process then uses an evaluation process which systematically compares the
physician's plan to the oite formulated by ONCOCIN. Explanations of clinically significant differences are
generated if the physician requests them. Once satisfied, the physician can 1) accept Ot PIN's
recommendation, 2) modify ONCOCIN's recommendation, or 3) choose to follow his or h riginal
recommendation. The following sections describe in detail the critiquing techniques used.

Hierarchical Plan Analysis
It has been shown that comparison with an expert can be an effective evaluation method (Burton, 1979).

Thus, after the physician's recommendation is obtained, the therapy plan is evaluated by comparing it to the
computer's recommendation. The comparison process uses domain specific knowledge of the components of
a recommendation and their inter-dependencies. For example, ONCOCIN's recommendation hierarchy
shown in Fig. 3 indicates that decisions about radiation therapy are dependent on the choice of
chemotherapy, and that decisions about the dose adjustments of a drug are dependent on whether that agent
is to be omitted. These types of hierarchical relationships frequently exist in clinical medicine (see (Patil,
1981) for another example). At each level of the hierarchy, ONCOCIN determines whether two analogous
components of the computer's and physician's recommendations differ in a clinically significant way using an
evaluation procedure specifically designed for that component of a recommendation. For example, in
ONCOCIN, we obtained drug-specific dosage tolerances from an expert oncologist; they are used to
determine whether a clinically significant difference exists between two different drug doses6 .

Hierarchical plan analysis is an evaluation process designed to find the most gcneral set of differences
which completely account for the significant disagreements between two therapy plans. An analysis begins at
the most general component in the hierarchy. Analogous components from each recommendation are
compared using the corresponding evaluation procedure. Thus, an evaluation begins with the comparison of
chemotherapies. If they are in agreement, the sub-components of Chemotherapy (Radiation therapy and
Circumstance7) are each evaluated. If a clinically significant difference is found in all such sub-components,
then all differences have been accounted for and explanations will be generated for these sub-components. If

(A challenging topic for future research is to model the expert's knowledge that allows him to calculate reasonable tolerances for the
various drugs used in cancer therapy. This would allow ONCOCIN to determine dyn;unically the significance of dosing differences and
to better explain its basis for deciding that the physician's plan involves an inappropriately high or low dose, Currently it can only quote
the tolerance provided by our collaborating expert.

7ClIm rnsmice is die parameter whose value determines whether the patient should receive chemotherapy on this visit, have therapy
delayed. or have the curient cycle aborted.

I
.+ *- -
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Chemotherapy

Radiation therapy Circumstance

Laboratory tests

Time of next visit

Drugs to be given

Omission of drug

Dose adjustment of drug

Figure 3: ONCOCIN's hierarchy of therapy planning knowledge used in the
recommendation evaluation process.

a difference occurs for only some sub-components, they are noted as significant differences for which
explanations need to be generated, but the offspring of the remaining branches are explored. The process is
continued, investigating further sub-components, until each path from the top-most component either ends in
a significant difference or has been explored to its fullest extent.

Consider a case of MOPP chemotherapy for Hodgkin's disease in which the do-tor decides to delay therapy
but ONCOCIN concludes that therapy should be given (a significant difference between the Circumstance
parameters of the two recommendations). The analysis procedure begins by comparing the chemotherapies
being used in each therapy recommendation and finds no significant dif;erence (see Fig. 4). Since none is
found, the offspring of Chemotherapy in the hierarchy are investigated. No significant difference is found
between the Radiation Therapy components of the two recommendations, but the Radiation Therapy node has
no offspring. Thus the analysis continues with Circumstance. Here the evaluation procedure finds a
difference. Consequently, there is no need to perform any comparisons on the offspring of Circumstance.
Since there are no other offspring of the Chemotherapy node of the hierarchy, the analysis process stops and
the difference in Circumstance will be explained.

Now suppose for the same patient that ONCOCIN decides that the drug prednisone should be omitted,
but the physician proposes to give treatment without omitting that dr.,g (see Fig. 5). In this case the analysis
begins as it did in the previous example, but since no difference in Circumstance is found, the analysis
continues to all the offspring of Circumstance and all of their offspring without finding a significant
difference. However, when the analysis process considers Omission of a drug for the drug prednisone, a
significant difference is detected. Thus, no comparison will be made for the offspring of that node, namely
the dose adjustment of prednisone. Instead the conclusion that prednisone be omitted will be explained.
This corresponds to our intuitions about what should be explained in this case. ONCOCIN's conclusion that
the drug should not be given is the relevant fact, not what led ONCOCIN to recommend any particular dose
for the drug.

=_ _ .. ... .. M
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.Ohmotherapy ,,Mopp, Chomtorapy * "OPP"

Radiation therapy a "none" Circumstance - Detay" Radiation therapy - "none" Circumstance "Trea

Laboratory tests Laboratory tests

Time of next visit Time of next visit

Drugs to be given Drug to be given

Omission of drug Omission of drug

Dose adjustment of drug Dose adjustment of drug

Physician's Proposed ONCOCIN's

Recommendation Recommendation

Figure 4: A schematic representation of the hierarchy overlay at termination after it has
found significant differences between Circumstance elements of the two recommendations.
The bold lines indicate those portions of the hierarchy that were searched before a
significant difference was noted (see text).

Although we do not consider proposed recommendations with multiple differences in our examples above,
it is important to note that the plan analysis process will -find multiple differences if they are independent of
one another. In contrast, since the analysis of any given branch in the hierarchy stops as soon as a significant
difference is found, specific differences that occur as a result of a more general difference will not be
considered separately. In particular, as the hierarchy is processed, each evaluation procedure can make the
assumption that there is agreement between all components of the recommendations which occur above it in
the hierarchy. For example, it makes little sense to evaluate the dosing of a particular drug recommended by
the user when it was given under the assumption that a different chemotherapy was being used. Similarly it
makes little sense to critique the dosing of a particular drug given by the doctor when the reason that a
disagreement occurred is that ONCOCIN thought therapy should be delayed (different Circumstance) and
did not recommend to give any drug at all.

W7, *,,77
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chemotherp - MOPP- IUw3apy "Mopp"

Stherap "no"Circusta "Treat" Rdionthrpy" " Trat

Laboratory itsso Laboratory sests
C. CXR"

Time of next Wait Time of next visit
u"1 week *a = week"

Drugs to be given Drugs to be given
"Mustard, Vincristine, a utard. Vincristine,

Pradnisone, Procarbazi e" Prednisone. Procarbazine"

O on of drug r I dr

Dose adjustment of drug Dose adjustmt of drug

Physician's Proposed ONCOCIN's
Recommendation Recommendation

Figure 5: A schematic representation of the hierarchy overlay at termination in a case in

which a significant differcnce between the two recommendations was not noted until the

issue of drug omission was considered. Once again the bold lines indicate those portions of

the hierarchy that were searched before the discrepancy was noted.

Critique Generation: Explanation of Differences
For a rule chaining system like ONCOCIN, an appropriate way to explain the program's conclusions is to

allow the physician to explore a record or "trace" of the computer's reasoning in detail. Such a rule trace

represents a series of links between findings (data) and treatments (goals), Teach (Teach, 1983) has shown

that some physicians give significantly higher evaluations to explanations which make specific links between

symptoms and diagnoses. It is presumed that the explanation of ONCOCIN's reasoning trace will help to

inform users where their reasoning may have differed from that of the computer.8  There are at least four
modes of explanation used by consultation systems; our discussion will focus on the last:

aUsdeyf mpport &ad WOO& kowludge will ei heim tMh quality of d aplanatow (Clacy. 15993
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1. Explanation during a consultation (Scott, 1977; Swartout, 1981). The user, when asked to provide
data in such systems, can respond instead with a question of the form "Why do you want to
know?" The system's answer provides some indication of how the datum will be used in the
reasoning process.

2. Post-consultation explanation in response to specific questions from the user (Scott, 1977; Swartout,
1981). Post-consultation explanation methods often employ simple parsers to allow the user to ask
about the knowledge used and actions taken in a particular consultation session. For example, the
user might ask how the system made certain conclusions, how it used a piece of information, or
what decision it made about some subproblem.

3. Tutorial explanation (Clancey, 1979). A tutorial dialogue may involve explanations of the
strategies used to solve a problem. A model of the user and a means to evaluate the user's
performance are important elements of a system which generates useful tutorial explanations.

4. Explanation as a critique (Miller, 1983). A critiquing system uses knowledge about the structure
of the problem and its possible solutions to find important differences between the user's
proposed solution to a problem and a computer-generated "expert" solution. These differences
are used to structure the resulting explanation, called a critique.

Representation and Control Structures Necessary for Explanation
In order to generate post-consultation explanations, it is. important that a system maintain a record of its

reasoning and that the system have methods for explaining any part of that record. This eliminates the need

to re-run the consultation for each explanation (Scott, 1977).

ONCOCIN stores a justification each time the value of a parameter is concluded. The justification may be
the rule which caused the conclusion, or some other indication of the data structure from which the

4" information was obtained. In addition, each time a rule is used, the situation in which it was applied is
recorded. ONCOCIN stores five major types of justifications with its conclusions, and has mechanisms for
explaining each:

• RULExxx: (e.g., "RULE046") indicates the rule that was invoked to cause the parameter's value to
be concluded (e.g., the attenuated dose of a drug). The context in which the conclusion was made
is contained on the property list of the rule as described above.

* DEFAULT: indicates that one or more rules were tried in order to find the value of the parameter,
but none succeeded, so the default value of the parameter was assumed9 , (e.g., it is concluded that
a drug should be given if no rules are found which can conclude that the drug should be omitted.)

* ASKED: signifies that the parameter's value was obtained by asking the user (e.g., white blood cell
or platelet count).

* ALWAYSCONCLUDE: signifies the parameter's value was obtained from the domain-specific
protocol knowledge (e.g., the maximum dose of a drug which can be given to a patient).

9A default rule is always tried last if no other rule has succeeded. its condition always succeeds, and its action concludes the default
value. Ibis feature can be implemented in MYCIN and other EMYCIN systems using "self-referenaing" rules (Shortlilfe. 1976
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e HISTORY: signifies this value was obtained from the patient's medical record (e.g., the type of
tumor for which the patient is being treated). This information is entered the first time the patient
is seen and need not be asked again since it is stored in the patient's file.

When a physician needs an explanation for parameters whose values are justified by the IUSTORY or
ALWAYSCONCLUDE flags, special purpose (domain dependent) routines are used. For example, if the user
asks about a parameter whose justification is ALWAYSCONCLUDE, one such routine allows ONCOCIN to
respond:

ONCOCIN concluded the 100% dose is 6 mg/m2 according to protocol.
Would you like to see in more detail what the protocol specifies for

the current chemotherapy?

Patient history data and the specific instructions of the protocol do not lend themselves well to further
explanation.

Domain Independent Explanations
Many rule-based systems determine the values of parameters using three.primary means: by rules, by

default, and by asking the user. Consequently, we have maintained the domain independence of the
explanations for these types of conclusions.

Whenever a rule is used to conclude a parameter, it is stored as the justification for that parameter. A
translation method used by Scott (Scott, 1977), called static translation, can be used to generate english text
from the machine-readable form of such a rule. The statically translated form of one of ONCOCIN's
production rules is:

To determine the dose attenuation due to low WBC for Nitrogen Mustard
in MOPP. for Cytoxan in MOPP or for Cytoxan in C-IOPP:

If: white blood count (in thousands) is between 3.5 and 4
Then: Conclude that the dose attenuation due to low WBC is 70%

The static translation includes all of the situations in which the rule might apply: "for Nitrogen Mustard in
MOPP, for Cytoxan in MOPP or for Cytoxan in C-MOPP." In answer to questions of the form "Why did
you conclude that the dose attenuation due to low WBC is 70%?" the critiquing system uses a refinement of
this technique called dynamic translation. The dynamically translated form of a rule contains specific values
for the patient under considcration, and includes only the context in which the rule was actually used. A
dynamically translated form of the same rule is:

To determine the dose attenuation due to low WBC for Nitrogen Mustard
in MOPP:

Since white blood count (in thousands) (3.6) is between 3.5 and 4
It is possible to conclude that the dose attenuation due to low

WBC is 70%

In contrast, the dynamic translation includes only the situation in which the rule applied to the patient uder
consideration. "for Nitrogen Mustard in MOPP." and it includes the actual value of the white blood count
which caused the rule to succeed, "(3.6)". Since the rule has succeeded, the condition of the rule is known to
be true and the action has been taken.

Default conclusions can be explained using a similar rule-related method, except that the translation of no
single rule can give a complete explanation. ONCOCIN makes a default conclusion when no rules succeed to
conclude a given parameter. The fact that no rules succeed indicates that at least one of the conditions failed
in each one that was tried. To explain a default conclusion, ONCOCIN therefore looks through all the rules

.II/__ _
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.,• which could have concluded a value for the parameter in question. aud finds the part of the condition which
i] caused each such rule to fail. These failed conjuncts can be collected, negated, and dynamically translated to
(, form a concise explanation of why the default value was used:

'?I'ONCOCIN did not conclude that the patient has just had significant

radiation because the site of radiation is not:
1) Pelvic.
2) Mantle,
3) Para-aortic or Inverted-Y, orI4) Total-nodal, Sub-total-nodal or Whole-body

Parameters whose values which were obtained from the user are explained simply by saying so:

ONCOCIN concluded platelet count (in thousands) is 200 because
that is the value that was entered. Would you like to change it?

Explanation Strategies
The analysis of the physician's proposed therapy plan allows for focusing the explanation dialogue around

certain conclusions. An explanation is needed only for those parameters whose values arc significantly
different from the corresponding ones in the user's proposed therapy plan. But it would be unacceptable to

print a detailed explanation of the entire chain of reasoning for a given conclusion because it is unlikely that
the user wants all of the information contained in a complex chain with many branches. Without a detailed

model of the user and a dynamically updated store of contextual information, it is difficult to find heuristics to
determine what branch of reasoning should. be explained first, and in what manner. ONCOCIN avoids these
difficult issues by allowing users to structure explanations to their own needs using an agenda-based system.

Explanations are printed using natural language translations generated directly from the machine-readable
form of the rulesI0. As the translation process occurs, each parameter in the rule being translated is added to
a list of parameters relevant to the current line of explanation called the agenda. After each explanation of a
parameter the user can choose a parameter in the agenda to be explained next. As each new explanation is
generated, the parameters in it arc added to the agenda and thus become available for further explanation.
The user can select another parameter in the agenda to see further explanations. In this way, the reasoning
tree can be traversed in an arbitrary order according to the needs of the user (who will generally have no
knowledge of ONCOCIN's control structure, parameter names, or specific rules).

ONCOCIN uses three generic types of explanations to explain to the user how it concluded the values of
parameters in the agenda. Each type is designed to answer one of the following questions:

L.Why did ONCOCIN conclude what it did?

2. Why did ONCOCIN not conclude something other than the value that it did.

3. Why did ONCOCIN not conclude some specific value for a parameter?11

lOSee (Scoa. 1977) for a complete desaiption of the translation mechanism used.

11Thisi ireadaspedalcmeoU2"
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An Example
'4 The following is an exerpt from a critique in which the difference between the physician's and

ONCOCIN's dose of Nitrogen Mustard was determined to be clinically significant.

ONCOCIN recomenended:
Give Nitrogen Mustard. 8.0 mg. IV.

[4.2 mg./m.sq. - attenuated to 70% due to low WBC]

Whereas you recommended:
Give Nitrogen Mustard, 4.0 mg. IV.

[4.2 mg.lm.sq. - attenuated to 35%]

[To begin, a simple summary of the differences Is printed)

Would you like me to explain why ONCOCIN concluded what it did? Jes
12

Agenda - (ATTENOOSE)

[For demonstration purposes, the agenda will be printed
at each iteration. This is not normally shown to the user.]

ONCOCIN concluded that the current attenuated dose is attenuated to
70% due to low NBC because for Nitrogen Mustard in MOPP for
patients with all lymphomas:

Since the patient has not received chemotherapy and the blood
counts do warrant dose attenuation, it is possible to
conclude that the current attenuated dose is I00% dose
attenuated by the minimum of the dose attenuation due to
low WBC and the dose attenuation due to low platelets.

Agenda = (ATTENOOSE NORMALCOUNTS WBCATTEN PLTATTEN CHEMODOSE)

[All parameters that occurred in the rule that waJjust
printed are added to the agenda]

Which of ONCOCIN's conclusions would you like explained further?
0) none
1) the current attenuated dose is attenuated

to 70% due to low WBC
2) the blood counts do warrant dose attenuation
3) the dose attenuation due to low WBC is 70X
4) the dose attenuation due to low platelets is 100%
5) the 100% dose is 6

Choose a number) I

ONCOCIN concluded the blood counts do warrant dose attenuation because
f the dose attenuation due to low WOC is not 100%

[Because the conclusion that the blood counts warrant dose
attenuation was made by default. its justification is obtained 5y
translating the negation of any conjuncis which were false. 77tie
conjuncts caused rules which might hae concluded otherwise (Ie..
that the blood counts do not warrant attenuation) to fall. In this
case there Is only one such conjunct: the fact that the dos
attenuation due to low WBC Is not 100$.]

Agenda a (ATTENDOSE NORMALCOUNTS WBCATTEIJ PLTATTEN CHEMODOSE)

[No new parameters were introduced in the previous explanation

12'hose portions of' hc critique dialogue typed by the user are shown in underlined bold face. Coinmcntary is shown in italics.

*.t4
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so the agena remains the samel

Which of ONCOCIN's conclusions would you like explained further?
y0) none

1) the current attenuated dose is attenuated
to 70% due to low WBC

2) the blood counts do warrant dose attenuation
3) the dose attenuation due to low WBC is 70%
4) the dose attenuation due to low platelets is 100%
5) the 100% dose is 6

Choose a number> j

ONCOCIN concluded that the dose attenuation due to low WBC is 70%
because for Nitrogen Mustard in MOPP:

Since white blood count (in thousands) (3.6) is between 3.5 and 4
It is possible to conclude that the dose attenuation due to low WBC

is 70%

[Because the rule s translated dynamically, the actual value
of the white blood cell count appears, and only the context which
caused the rle to be tried is printed]

Agenda • (ATTENDOSE NORMALCOUNTS WBCATTEU PLTATTEN CHEMODOSE WOC)

rhe parameter "WBC" occurred in the last explanation, s It'
is added to the agenda.)

Which of ONCOCIN's conclusions would you like explained further?
0) none
1) the current attenuated dose is attenuated

to 70% due to low WBC
2) the blood counts do warrant dose attenuation
3) the dose attenuation duo to low WBC is 70%
4) the dose attenuation due to low platelets is 100%
5) the 100% dose is 6
6) white blood count (in thousands) is 3.6

Choose a number) f

ONCOCIN concluded white blood count (in thousands) is 3.6 because that
is the value that was entered.

Would you like to change it? 10

[if users ask about a parameter that they entere4 they are
given an opportunity to change (he value]

Agenda a (ATTENOOSE NORMALCOUNTS WOCATTEN PLTATTEN CHEMODOSE WBC)

Which of ONCOCIN's conclusions would you like explained further?
0) none
1) the current attenuated dose is attenuated

to 70% due to low WOC
2) the blood counts do warrant dose attenuation
3) the dose attenuation due to low WBC is 70%
4) the dose attenuation due to low platelets is 100%
5) the 100% dose is 6
6) white blood count (in thousands) is 3.6

Choose a number)

Would you like to change your prescribed dose of Nitrogen Mustard?

I .......... K
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Future Work
Before the critiquing adaptation shown here becomes a regular part of ONCOCIN, it is important that both

its performance and acceptability be thoroughly tested. Just as it must be demonstrated that a consultation
system gives excellent advice before it is brought to a clinical setting, a critiquing system must demonstrate the
ability to detect deviations from the protocol whenever experts consider them clinically significant.

Similarly, since adapting ONCOCIN to critique therapy plans involves significant changes in the
computer-physician interface, it is important that these changes be testcd by physicians. Physicians' feedback
will be particularly important in developing a program that will conveniently accept their proposed therapy
plans or their proposed changes to ONCOCIN's therapy plans.

Other ongoing work is aimed at generating explanations that will depart from simple rule translations and
be more like normal discourse. Enhancing the quality of explanations is an acceptability problem whose
solutions are likely to be found in Al techniques. We envision more general explanations, in which
underlying support knowledge and a more detailed model of the user are used to generate statements that
summarize complex chains of rules. These explanations will emphasize parts of the explanation which are
most likely to be of importance ro the user, while condensing or omitting areas which might be highly
complex or beyond the user's level of expertise using techniques similar to those suggested by
Wallis (Wallis, 1982.)

Recent innovations in Al hardware play a significant role in shaping our future research. Professional
workstations will soon be available at prices similar to those currently paid by physicians who buy office
computer systems. These workstations are small enough to fit conveniently into an office, and they boast high
resolution graphics capabilities along with the power and speed needed to run complex Al programs. We are
currently transporting the Reasoner to one such professional workstation and we have developed an
experimental workstation version of the prototype described above. The workstation critiquing module
highlights on the screen those phrases in the explanation text which correspond to parameters on the
explanation agenda. These highlighted phrases can subsequently be selected for further explanation by
pointing to the phrase using a movable pointer controlled by a hand-held device called a nouse. Thus the
agenda need not be reprinted before each user choice, and more information can be shown on the screen at
one time. This experiment, as well as others conducted using the workstation, indicate that graphics
capabilities can be an effective means to circumvent natural language issues. It is computationally less
expensive to allow users to select phrases on the screen using a mouse pointer than to interpret users' free text
input. Furthermore, a dexterous user of a mouse (or similar device such as a touch screen or light pen) can
participate in much more rapid interaction than is possible using a conventional computer keyboard. A user
is likely to be especially intolerant of a system which requires him to" wait for a response, or which requires a
significant amount of typing.

Conclusion
ONCOCIN has evolved in response to comments and suggestions from physicians. User complaints about

the need to override system advice have led to work which has provided us with a number of important

lessons about the computing tools necessary to critique therapy plans. Of particular importance are the
central roles of both plan analysis and explanation techniques. Plan analysis can indicate where significant
disagreements have occurred, and thus provide information about what areas are likely to be of greatest
interest to the user. This kind of information is difficult to obtain in other ways. Simple plan analysis is
performed in our system using a procedure which compares component parts of two recommendations using

, '''.I
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a group of domain-specific evaluation procedures. The most general set of differences which completely
describes the significant disagreements between two recommendations is found. The analysis requires
evaluation criteria for each part of a therapy plan, as well as knowledge about the hierarchical relationships of
entities in a typical plan.

Another important lesson learned from our work with the critiquing model is that optimal critiquingI requires sophisticated explanation techniques. Generating useful explanations consists of two separate
problems: the development of the capability to explain a chain of reasoning in a variety of ways, and the
development of techniques to give the program the knowledge about the situation to help it determine what
explanation techniques to apply and on what knowledge structures to apply them. Considerable advances
remain to be made in both of these areas. For instance, the applicability of the hierarchical plan analysis
technique has not been tested in other problem domains. It should be easily adaptable to domains in which
the hierarchical relationships on which the analysis depends occur frequently (as they do in clinical medicine).
However, to be adapted for the wide variety of problems for which expert systems are used, the critiquing
model may require more general methods for representing the structure of the problems and their possible
solutions. Advances are also needed to develop additional levels of specificity in automated explanations.
For example, we envision more general explanations in which strategic knowledge and more detailed
information about the user lead to statements that summarize complex chains of rules.

Because of its advantages both for the user and as a computational device to obtain information about the
user, we believe the critiquing model has considerably more utility than the conventional consultation model
in building many interactive expert systems. Our work with ONCOCIN has shown that an expert system can
be reconfigured in a manner which may significantly reduce the burden on the user. Instead of acting as a
mechanized consultant that methodically asks for findings and renders a treatment decision which the
physician must override if a disagreement exists, the expert clinical consultant becomes a silent partner in the
decision making process and only makes its opinions known when a sub-optimal therapy is proposed by the
physician. For an experienced physician these interruptions will be infrequent, ar.d thereby less disruptive.
When they occur, they offer a focused analysis of where the differences lie and why they may exist. We
believe that this kind of critiquing interaction will contribute to increased acceptance of expert systems by
individuals who prefer to reach decisions independently when possible.
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